
 

 

Vedic Astrology Interpretation for You  

(Sample Report with no personal data. This is to give 

you an idea of what to expect in the handbook ) 

 

Details of Chart 

Please note -  Most of the Dates are in in Year-Month-Date format 

 

This report contains Interpretation of every Planetary placement as per Vedic 

Astrology and as understood and learnt over years of experience. Vedic Astrology 

considers Sun, Moon,   Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, Rahu (North Node) and 

Ketu (South Node). It does not consider Pluto, Neptune and Uranus. 

 

As human life is a complex mixture of contradicting forces, so some of the 

planetary combinations can be opposite to each others. E.g. sometimes in your 

life you may be extremely happy with your profession and at some times in your 

life you may be not satisfied and looking for change. 

 

These different effects play out at different ages of your life. One of the most 

effective and common method of predicting life situations at various times is 

known as “Vimshottari Dasha”, which can be roughly said to be time-periods of 

various planets in your life. This system divides your life in cycle of 124 years and 

multiple planetary influences operates at certain different times. 

 

A full “Vimshottari Dasha” table is provided at the end of the report. 

 

So typically in cases where contradicting effects are available, when you are 

running time periods of favorable planets then things will go smoothly in that 

area of life and when time periods of non-favorable planets are running things 

faces difficulty in the same area of life. 

 

The report will contain information about most important time-periods of each 

planet in your chart as well. 



 

 

 
 

Birth Date  Your details here  

Birth Time Your details here  

Time Zone Your details here  

Place Name Your details here  

Place Latitude-Longitude Your details here  

Lunar Yr-Mo Your details here  

Tithis (Luni-Solar Day) Your details here  

Weekday Your details here  

Nakshatra Your details here  

Yoga Your details here  

Karana Your details here  

Hora Lord Your details here  

Mahakala Hora Your details here  

Kaala Lord Your details here  

Sunrise Your details here  

Sunset Your details here  

Janma Ghatis Your details here  

Ayanamsa Your details here  



 

 

Rashi (Sign) Chart (Your chart here) 

 
 

Planets, Signs, Nakshatra and Navamsa 

Planet Rashi/Sign Degree-Minute Nakshatra Nakshatra Pada Navamsa-D9 

Lagna/Ascendant Capricorn 12-24 Sravana 1 Gemini 

Sun Cancer 15-5 Pushya 3 Aquarius 

Moon Cancer 8-22 Pushya 1 Sagittarius 

Mars Scorpio 17-21 Jyeshtha 1 Libra 

Mercury Virgo 27-22 Chitra 2 Capricorn 

Jupiter Pisces 3-58 Revati 2 Taurus 

Venus Taurus 6-14 Rohini 3 Leo 

Saturn Leo 11-10 Magha 4 Cancer 

Rahu - R Aries 11-32 Ashwini 4 Cancer 

Ketu - R Libra 11-32 Swati 2 Capricorn 



 

 

 

Your Ascendant or Rising Sign as per Vedic Astrology is ------------- . 

Your Moon Sign is ----- and Moon is in -------- Nakshatra. 

Your Sun Sign as per Vedic Astrology is ---------- . 

 
 

Interpretation of Sun in your chart 

 
As per Vedic Astrology you have Sun in ---- House of -------- Sign. Sun is lord of -----

- sign which falls in your ------  House thus Sun is lord of your ------ house. From ----

-- house Sun's Vedic Astrology aspects falls on ------  house. Thus matters of these 

houses are directly impacted by this Sun placement. 

 

Following are some of the key observations of this placement - 

 

- Sun in this position is known to give many variety of results in a person's life.  

 

- This placement is known to give some difficulties in life in terms of relationships 

with parents. Also many opportunities or occasions of staying away from parents 

especially mother is seen due to this Sun.  

 

- Sun in this position also gives some difficulties or delays in completing 

education.  

 

- This placement of Sun is known to give ability to work alone and rise in life.  

 

- Sun subperiods and also main periods are known to give good relationships with 

people in positions of authority or power which helps your professional life.  

 

- It is often seen that due to various reasons you have to stay away from parents 

and family.  

 

- This placement of Sun is known to give good opportunities of success in life 

around the age of 40.  



 

 

 

- It is also found that this position of Sun does give one quiet a few competition in 

life and one needs to work diligently to overcome those.  

 

- This placement of Sun traditionally shows that you might feel some difficulty in 

understanding or maintaining formalities of social relationships. This can cause 

difficulties with some of the professional as well as personal relationship.  

 

- Sun here is also known to give a desire to be well recognized and well known or 

accepted for your accomplishment in social life however some of the sub periods 

of Sun such as Ven-Sun, Rah-Sun, Mars-Sun does show situations where you 

might feel hurt or angry when you are not given due credit or appreciation of your 

work. This especially happens when Saturn also transit in the sign of Scoprio along 

with above time periods.  

 

- Traditionally Astrology also says that you might have many social acquaintances 

or friends but still a deep connection is felt with only a few. Many times you could 

be surrounded by many people but still be only with yourself.  

 

- Although there are many mixed results stated above yet main periods of Sun 

which lasts for about 6 years and also most of the sub periods of Sun are known 

to give quite good results in terms of professional life and success. 

 
Following are the start of Sun Main and Sub period times for quick reference -  

 

Sun-Sun = 2443-08-07          Sun-Moon = 2443-11-25          Sun-Mars = 2444-05-23 

 

Sun-Rah = 2444-10-01          Sun-Jup = 2445-08-26          Sun-Sat = 2446-06-12 

 

Sun-Merc = 2447-05-24          Sun-Ket = 2448-03-29          Sun-Ven = 2448-08-07 

 

Interpretation of Moon in your chart 

 
As per Vedic Astrology you have Moon in --------  House of -------- Sign. Moon is 

lord of -------- sign which falls in your --------  House thus Moon is lord of your -------



 

 

- house. From -------- house Moon's Vedic Astrology aspects falls on -------- house. 

Thus matters of these houses are directly impacted by this Moon placement. 

 

Following are some of the key observations of this placement - 

 

- This placement of Moon is known to give education but with either some 

difficulties or even possibility of some breaks or delays in between.  

 

- Good understanding of and appreciation of art is associated with this Moon. 

Traditionally understanding of some fine arts and things related to needlework 

are sociated with this position.  

 

- Moon here is known to give some difficulties with respect to relationship with 

mother and father. it is observed that it gives many opportunities or situations 

where one has to stay away from parents of various reasons.  

 

- Position here is considered to be good for spouse. Traditionally it is said that 

person marries someone who is in general brighter than themselves.  

 

- This position of Moon is also associated with some better opportunities of 

growth coming your way after marriage.  

 

- It is also associated with start of family or getting children relatively early after 

marriage. However due to various commitments it is found that you may not be 

able to give as much attention to your kids as you would ideally like. This can also 

give you feeling of little stress especially when kids are younger.  

 

- In terms of relationships with spouse it also gives little ups and downs. There is a 

need to manage expectation in the relationship and as well as manage each 

other's ego in a proper way.  

 

- Moon here especially in its sub periods are known to give health issues to 

Mother.  

 

- This position of Moon is also associated with some ups and downs in 



 

 

relationship with in-laws.  

 

- Since you have Moon associated with Rahu-Ketu thus this position also shows 

some ups and downs in terms of wealth and monetary issues. Situation such as 

sudden or somewhat unexpected gains or inflow of a lot of money and at times a 

downturn is experienced with this position, epecially in its subperiods. This can 

also give some mental worries especially during sub periods of Moon such as 

Saturn-Moon, Rahu-Moon, Ketu-Moon and also Ven-Moon.  

 

- In terms of health also Moon here is known to give minor health related niggles 

in a frequent way. Thus some kind of healthy diet or exercise especially yoga 

related discipline is important.  

 

- Traditionally Moon here is also known to give either understanding of or 

tendency where one might try one or the other drug or medicine,  

 

- Traditionally it is said that after 35 years you get good opportunities of success in 

life and also relatively better calmness of mind and emotion.  

 

- It is observed that Saturn transit in Scorpio sign, which remains for 2 1/2 years 

are generally found to be difficult.  

 

- Moon main periods which lasts for about 10 years are known to give some quite 

good time such as Moon-Mercury, Moon-Venus. However it is also said that a 

part of the gains you make during these time should we put in some kind of long 

term investments as many chances of expenditure are also observed during Moon 

main period. 

 
Following are the start of Moon Main and Sub period times for quick reference -  

 

Moon-Moon = 2449-08-07          Moon-Mars = 2450-06-05          Moon-Rah = 2451-01-05 

 

Moon-Jup = 2452-07-06          Moon-Sat = 2453-11-07          Moon-Merc = 2455-06-06 

 

Moon-Ket = 2456-11-07          Moon-Ven = 2457-06-05          Moon-Sun = 2459-02-04 

 



 

 

Interpretation of Mars in your chart 

 
As per Vedic Astrology you have Mars in -------- House of -------- Sign. Mars is lord 

of -------- and -------- signs which falls in your --------  and -------- House, thus Mars 

becomes the lord of these two houses. From -------- house Mars Vedic Astrology 

aspects falls on --------, --- , and --- houses. Thus matters of all these houses are 

directly impacted by this Mars placement. 

 

Following are some of the key observations of this placement - 

 

- This placement of Mars in its own sign of Scorpio has many positives and also 

some precautions.  

 

- Mars here is considered to be a great placement for monetary gains.  

 

- People with this position are known to have acumen for understanding business 

scenarios as well as they have agile mind which can anticipate the market trends 

in a fair way.  

 

- In profession, be it a job or in a business, Mars in this position gives a highly 

competitive nature and you like to be always ahead of your opposition. Mars in 

this position is known to give necessary physical as well as mental abilities to 

accomplish this.  

 

- This placement of Mars is also known to give good inclination towards siblings.  

 

- However Mars here especially in its sub periods is considered to be difficult for 

Mother's health. And it gives some of the other issues to her health during main 

and subperiods or Mars.  

 

- In women's chart it does show possibilities of caesarean birth or other issues at 

the time of pregnancy.  

 

- Especially later in life issues related to eyes and nose are seen by this Mars.  



 

 

 

- Mars sub periods and also main periods are known to be very good gains in 

professional life and especially in business these times are known to significant 

gains. Even in job a sense of high competition and wanting to do better than 

others is seen to inspire you towards good monetary gains and success.  

 

- Mars in this position gives a great liking for outdoors. Traditionally it is said that 

people find it difficult to keep themselves at home due to this Mars.  

 

- Mars here is also known to give liking for somewhat risky financial instruments 

which includes share market or betting or similar things.  

 

- Traditionally Mars here is also known to give interest towards some religious, 

philosophical or some kind of rituals especially in eastern culture. However in 

early life some of these activities could be more guided for physical well being 

rather than for spiritual progress.  

 

- Also in Traditional astrology especially in eastern culture, this Mars is associated 

with someone who has curiosity to try different things when it comes to 

philosophical or religious matters. Especially women with this placement are 

known to try or follow different thoughts or schools of philosophy or rituals.  

 

- Mars main periods which lasts for about 7 years are found to be very beneficial 

and provides many opportunities of good monetary growth. However Mars-Moon 

time period is found to be difficult for spouse as well as kids. 

 
Following are the start of Mars Main and Sub period times for quick reference -  

 

Mars-Mars = 2459-08-07          Mars-Rah = 2460-01-03          Mars-Jup = 2461-01-24 

 

Mars-Sat = 2461-12-27          Mars-Merc = 2463-02-04          Mars-Ket = 2464-02-01 

 

Mars-Ven = 2464-06-30          Mars-Sun = 2465-09-01          Mars-Moon = 2466-01-05 

 

Interpretation of Mercury in your chart 



 

 

 
As per Vedic Astrology you have Mercury in --------  House of -------- Sign. Mercury 

is lord of -------- and -------- signs which falls in your --------, and --------  House, thus 

Mercury is lord of your --------  and --------  houses. From --------  house Mercury's 

Vedic Astrology aspects falls on --------  house. Thus matters of these houses are 

directly impacted by this Mercury placement. 

 

Following are some of the key observations of this placement - 

 

- Mercury here is considered a very lucky position.  

 

- Good support from family and father side is indicated.  

 

- It shows father of native to be well educated and respected.  

 

- This also makes one quite interested in knowledge pursuit and shows good 

acumen.  

 

- Good name in professional and social life is earned by your conduct and hard 

work.  

 

- Liking for subjects such as mathematics, economics etc. is generally seen.  

 

- However Mercury here also gives good debate, discussion and argument 

abilities. This can at times lead to debates which can get bit heated.  

 

- Mercury main periods shows a need to be more careful about using your 

communication skills with care. You should let go of tendency to win an argument 

even at al cost especially during times of Mer-Mar and Mar-Mer.  

 

- Mercury main periods gives many good opportunities and success. However it 

also increases changes in your professional setting or disagreements in workplace. 

By managing workplace temperaments you can increase the benefic effects of 

Mercury to great extent. 



 

 

 
Following are the start of Mercury Main and Sub period times for quick reference -  

 

Merc-Merc = 2299-08-07          Merc-Ket = 2402-01-02          Merc-Ven = 2402-12-30 

 

Merc-Sun = 2405-11-01          Merc-Moon = 2406-09-07          Merc-Mars = 2408-02-04 

 

Merc-Rah = 2409-01-31          Merc-Jup = 2411-08-23          Merc-Sat = 2413-11-27 

 

Interpretation of Jupiter in your chart 

 
As per Vedic Astrology you have Jupiter in -------- House of -------- Sign. Jupiter is 

lord of Sagittarius and Pisces signs which falls in your -------- and --------  House, 

thus Jupiter becomes the lord of these two houses. From -------- house Jupiter's 

Vedic Astrology aspects falls on --------, --------, and --------  houses. Thus matters of 

all these houses are directly impacted by this Jupiter placement. 

 

Following are some of the key observations of this placement - 

 

- Jupiter in the sign of Capricorn is known to be debilitated. However this 

debilitated Jupiter has great significance in your chart and is considered to give 

many great qualities.  

 

- Jupiter here is known to give good physique and also certain attraction in the 

personality.  

 

- This placement of Jupiter though gives a tendency to acquire fat relatively easier 

especially as the age progresses.  

 

- It is known to give very good inclination toward education and respect for 

knowledge and knowledgeable people.  

 

- Jupiter here is known to give good sense of responsibility and one does try to 

follow path of Dharma.  

 



 

 

- Jupiter main periods are generally associated with good family happiness 

including happiness with siblings.  

 

- This placement of Jupiter is known to give a good thought process as well as a 

practical bent of mind.  

 

- Capricorn sign Jupiter for you is considered to be very beneficial in terms of 

professional life. It provides necessary focus and ambition to be successful in 

physical life.  

 

- One peculiarity of this Jupiter is that it does give opportunities where one gets 

involved in some kind of social, community or political activity or gatherings. This 

could even include some kind of professional groups etc. However it is often 

found that after some initial engagements you tend to cut down on these 

activities and decides to keep away from them.  

 

- Jupiter here also gives ability to be very detail oriented and see minute aspects 

of things. This position also gives an ability or liking to discuss small things and at 

times you can repeat some things in different ways. Thus some people may not 

like this tendency of your communication.  

 

- Jupiter it in this position is known to give some delay or gives a tendency to 

worry about well being of your kids  

 

- In terms of marriage Jupiter here is known to give a good spouse. In a man's 

chart though it shows that your tendency to be nit picky or be critical can cause 

some differences.  

 

- In a woman chart generally this Jupiter shows delay in getting married. It also 

shows some differences such as relatively more gap in the in the age, or different 

educational background or simply difference in the height of the couple.  

 

- Traditionally Jupiter here shows that you are your daddy's child or your father 

seem to worry and care more about you. This is more observed during the early 

life.  



 

 

 

- Placement of Jupiter is known to give slow and steady progress in life. Main 

periods of Jupiter which lasts for about 16 years are known to give good 

opportunities in life and is considered giver of overall well being. 

 
Following are the start of Jupiter Main and Sub period times for quick reference -  

 

Jup-Jup = 2264-08-06          Jup-Sat = 2266-09-25          Jup-Merc = 2269-04-04 

 

Jup-Ket = 2271-07-13          Jup-Ven = 2272-06-17          Jup-Sun = 2275-02-15 

 

Jup-Moon = 2275-12-07          Jup-Mars = 2277-04-04          Jup-Rah = 2278-03-11 

 

Interpretation of Venus in your chart 

 
As per Vedic Astrology you have Venus in --------  House of -------- Sign. Venus is 

lord of Taurus and Libra signs which falls in your -------- and -------- House, thus 

Venus is lord of these two houses. From -------- house Venus Vedic Astrology 

aspects falls on -------- house. Thus matters of all these houses are directly 

impacted by this Venus placement. 

 

Following are some of the key observations of this placement - 

 

- Venus in this position is considered to be debilitated.  

 

- However this debilitated Venus has many great properties in your chart.  

 

- One important aspect of this Venus placement is that it shows very good gains 

from investment of money.  

 

- It is known to give good acumen for activity such as share market or other such 

investment where you earn very good return on your money.  

 

- This placement of Venus is known to give very good business knowledge as well 

as versatile interest in business areas. So in business it shows trying out new 



 

 

things or doing business in new areas. In job this goes ability to take creative 

initiatives which can be very fruitful in your professional life and thus also shows 

changes in jobs.  

 

- Venus here is also known to give a good interpersonal skills and someone who 

likes to host people or throw parties.  

 

- Venus here is generally a indicator of good position of your father. It does show 

good financial position of father and also possibility of some kind of inheritance.  

 

- In a man's chart Venus here does show a need to be little regular in lifestyle and 

also follow some kind of exercise regime for health.  

 

- In a woman's chart sub periods of Venus are known to give some differences 

with partner.  

 

- Also during Vensu sub-peripds you have to take some extra care of your children 

especially in their childhood. This situation is also seem to be more in a woman 

chart.  

 

- Interest in religious and spiritual pursuits is observed. However it is seen that 

you pursue those interests with more rigor only later in life. Also it does give 

traveling to many places including religious significance places .  

 

- Venus here is known to give many good qualities in your life. Although Venus 

main periods which last for 24 years are generally known to give medium results 

in various areas. Venus-Saturn time although his found to be difficult. 

 
Following are the start of Venus Main and Sub period times for quick reference -  

 

Ven-Ven = 2423-08-07          Ven-Sun = 2426-12-07          Ven-Moon = 2427-12-07 

 

Ven-Mars = 2429-08-07          Ven-Rah = 2430-10-08          Ven-Jup = 2433-10-08 

 

Ven-Sat = 2436-06-05          Ven-Merc = 2439-08-07          Ven-Ket = 2442-06-05 

 



 

 

 

 

Interpretation of Saturn in your chart 

 
As per Vedic Astrology you have Saturn in -------- House of -------- Sign. Saturn is 

lord of Capricorn and Aquarius signs which falls in your -------- and -------- House, 

thus Saturn becomes the lord of these two houses. From -------- house Saturn's 

Vedic Astrology aspects falls on -------- --------, --------, and -------- houses. Thus 

matters of all these houses are directly impacted by this Saturn placement. 

 

Following are some of the key observations of this placement - 

 

- The placement of Saturn in the 8th house is known to give very good longevity.  

 

- In the later years in life it does give tendency to stay alone and also shows 

interest in some kind of occult or abstruse subjects.  

 

- Saturn here is known to give start of the life with some kind of a job and also 

later on a possibility of moving int to some kind of business of your home as you 

learn the tricks of business.  

 

- This position of Saturn is known to give possibility of staying away from family 

such as parents or siblings for various reasons.  

 

- Saturn here is known to give success in life but only after putting in enough hard 

work.  

 

- This position of Saturn is known to give some issues related to teeth, excretory 

system or generally more acidic tendency in body.  

 

- Some of the subperiods of Saturn especially time such as Sun-Sat, Moon-Sat or 

Rah-Sat and also transits of Saturn over Moon, shows situations where you might 

get involved in some false allegations or in a similar difficult situation with no 

direct involvement of. This position does show that you would come out of it but 



 

 

it creates unnecessary stress and waste of time. Thus traditionally it is suggested 

that you try to follow all possible rules, regulations, protocols and formalities in 

dealing with others in your life, especially during Main and Sub periods of of 

Saturn.  

 

- This position Saturn does give a tendency to spend alone time and also some 

kind of reflective nature.  

 

- Also an interest in philosophical and occult aspect of life is indicated especially 

after mid life.  

 

- Another important aspect of Saturn is that it is suggested that you put in even a 

small amount of money in some kind of long term investment options which 

could only be utilized later in life.  

 

- Saturn Main periods are known to give mixed results. 

 
Following are the start of Saturn Main and Sub period times for quick reference -  

 

Sat-Sat = 2280-08-06          Sat-Merc = 2283-08-10          Sat-Ket = 2286-04-16 

 

Sat-Ven = 2287-05-27          Sat-Sun = 2290-07-28          Sat-Moon = 2291-07-10 

 

Sat-Mars = 2293-02-06          Sat-Rah = 2294-03-17          Sat-Jup = 2297-01-22 

 

Interpretation of Rahu - North Node in your chart 

 
As per Vedic Astrology you have Rahu in -------- House. Rahu (also known as 

Dragon's head or North Node) in traditional Vedic Astrology is given a great 

significance for ones life, however interpretation of Rahu and Ketu (nodes of 

Moon) has been a great challenge. 

 

- This placement of Rahu shows some difficulty to mother at the time of native’s 

birth or some related issues. 

 



 

 

- In education, this position is associated with situations, such as changes in 

subjects or breaks in education or more success in a relatively different area then 

in which educated. 

 

- People often find hair density to be less due to this placement. 

 

- This position of Rahu can give issues or trouble with neighbors or people living in 

same community.  

 

- This gives a wandering tendency or a longing to find something more than 

current state of affairs. This can also affect the professional life and if in job often 

your ideas will meet with initial resistance from seniors or colleagues.  

 

- Rahu gives some minor difficulty with home such as old house or house 

requiring repairs frequently or not great relations with neighbor etc. 

 

- Rahu here often gives one more interest in external world and person like to go 

outside and even roam around with friends etc.  

 

- Since you have Mars in Scorpio thus gains from land or real estate is indicated 

during Rahu main and subperiods to you as well as your family. This also includes 

possible gains from farms, farm animals, especially during Rahu-Mars time. 

 
Following are the start of Rahu Main and Sub period times for quick reference -  

 

Rah-Rah = 2246-08-07          Rah-Jup = 2249-04-16          Rah-Sat = 2251-09-13 

 

Rah-Merc = 2254-07-22          Rah-Ket = 2257-02-03          Rah-Ven = 2258-02-21 

 

Rah-Sun = 2261-02-24          Rah-Moon = 2262-01-16          Rah-Mars = 2263-07-22 

 

Interpretation of Ketu - South Node in your chart 

 
As per Vedic Astrology you have Ketu in -------- House. Ketu is also known as 

Dragon's tail or south node of Moon. Similar to Rahu, Ketu is also a very difficult 



 

 

position to interpret.  

 

- Generally Ketu in this position causes long distance travels and often gives good 

professional success or gains due to connection with places away from place of 

birth.  

 

- Generally this Ketu is associated with some issues in thigh area. 

 

- Ketu here gives a sense of some emptiness or feeling of always doing something 

more in professional life. It can also give changes in workplace environment often. 

Work related stress can cause stomach related issues such as hyper acidity etc. 

Typically these health issues are seen between 35 to 39th year.  

 

- Since you have Sun – Ketu associated by aspect or position it shows health 

trouble to father in 12th year.  It also shows job or professional gains from 

connections from far away places. 

 

- Ketu here also gives thigh related issue and sometimes pains in lower legs.  

 

- Ketu here gives mixed resuts for jobs. It might give changes which are not easily 

accepted but slowly they also give professional growth. 

 

- At times due to stress trouble in stomach, peptic or hyper acidity is possible 

especially during 35 to 39 year.  

 

- Since you have Ketu-Moon association it shows difficulty for mother, lot of 

changes in place of residence which could be due to professional reason too. 

 

-  Since you have Ketu-Moon in Air sign it does show much travel which could 

result in good professional gain but involved good hard work as well. 

 

- Ketu main period are generally seen to give mixed results. Saturn-Ketu, Venus-

Ketu, Ketu-Sat, Ketu-Ven times are found to be difficult for elders but otherwise 

gives good results. 

 



 

 

Following are the start of Ketu Main and Sub period times for quick reference -  

 

Ket-Ket = 2416-08-06          Ket-Ven = 2417-01-02          Ket-Sun = 2418-03-02 

 

Ket-Moon = 2418-07-10          Ket-Mars = 2422-02-07          Ket-Rah = 2422-07-07 

 

Ket-Jup = 2424-07-25          Ket-Sat = 2421-06-30          Ket-Merc = 2422-08-10



 

 

Table of Vimshottari Dasha - Vimshottari Dasha is one of the most common 

method of timing of events in Vedic Astrology. As a general rule, throughout 

your life time various periods are governed by different combinations of 

planets. Following tables gives a summary of 2 levels of Vimshottari Dasha in 

your life.  If you experience any unpleasant time period then doing some 

simple measure (remedies) for planet governing the Vimshottari Dasha of 

that time is generally recommended.  

 

How to See the Vimshottari Table 

Every row has 2 planets separated by hyphen. First planet is the Maha Dasha 

(Main) Lord or and Second planet after hyphen is the Sub lord (or Antar 

Lord) . At any given point in your life, you will be under a Main lord and Sub 

period lord. Thus if you want to find your current Main  - Sub Lord, find the 

row where today's date falls  and look at the Main and Sub Lord from table. 

This way you can find Main Planetary Lord  and Sub Lord for any period in 

your life 

 
 

Dasha (Main) Lord - Antar (Sub) Lord Start Date (Year-Month-Date) 

Rah-Rah Dates here  

Rah-Jup Dates here  

Rah-Sat Dates here  

Rah-Merc Dates here  

Rah-Ket Dates here  

Rah-Ven Dates here  

Rah-Sun Dates here  

Rah-Moon Dates here  

Rah-Mars Dates here  

Jup-Jup Dates here  

Jup-Sat Dates here  



 

 

Jup-Merc Dates here  

Jup-Ket Dates here  

Jup-Ven Dates here  

Jup-Sun Dates here  

Jup-Moon Dates here  

Jup-Mars Dates here  

Jup-Rah Dates here  

Sat-Sat Dates here  

Sat-Merc Dates here  

Sat-Ket Dates here  

Sat-Ven Dates here  

Sat-Sun Dates here  

Sat-Moon Dates here  

Sat-Mars Dates here  

Sat-Rah Dates here  

Sat-Jup Dates here  

Merc-Merc Dates here  

Merc-Ket Dates here  

Merc-Ven Dates here  

Merc-Sun Dates here  

Merc-Moon Dates here  

Merc-Mars Dates here  

Merc-Rah Dates here  

Merc-Jup Dates here  

Merc-Sat Dates here  

Ket-Ket Dates here  

Ket-Ven Dates here  

Ket-Sun Dates here  



 

 

Ket-Moon Dates here  

Ket-Mars Dates here  

Ket-Rah Dates here  

Ket-Jup Dates here  

Ket-Sat Dates here  

Ket-Merc Dates here  

Ven-Ven Dates here  

Ven-Sun Dates here  

Ven-Moon Dates here  

Ven-Mars Dates here  

Ven-Rah Dates here  

Ven-Jup Dates here  

Ven-Sat Dates here  

Ven-Merc Dates here  

Ven-Ket Dates here  

Sun-Sun Dates here  

Sun-Moon Dates here  

Sun-Mars Dates here  

Sun-Rah Dates here  

Sun-Jup Dates here  

Sun-Sat Dates here  

Sun-Merc Dates here  

Sun-Ket Dates here  

Sun-Ven Dates here  

Moon-Moon Dates here  

Moon-Mars Dates here  

Moon-Rah Dates here  

Moon-Jup Dates here  



 

 

Moon-Sat Dates here  

Moon-Merc Dates here  

Moon-Ket Dates here  

Moon-Ven Dates here  

Moon-Sun Dates here  

Mars-Mars Dates here  

Mars-Rah Dates here  

Mars-Jup Dates here  

Mars-Sat Dates here  

Mars-Merc Dates here  

Mars-Ket Dates here  

Mars-Ven Dates here  

Mars-Sun Dates here  

Mars-Moon Dates here  

 


